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We demonstrate on-chip, single-mode, waveguiding of light in air for a variety of 2D-3D photonic band gap
sPBGd heterostructures. These include square spiral, woodpile, slanted pore, and inverse opal three-
dimensionals3Dd photonic crystals intercalated with a 2Dsplanard photonic crystal microchip. Design rules are
established to yield maximal single-mode waveguiding bandwidths of up to roughly 180 nanometers centered
at a wavelength of 1.5 microns. This can be achieved with 3D PBG materials with gaps as small as 15% of the
PBG center frequency. Finite-difference time-domainsFDTDd simulations of light flow in optical mirocircuits
within such heterostructures reveal tolerance to layer misalignment and other fabrication-related structural
disorder. We provide an interpretation of the universal mechanism for diffractionless light propagation in
2D-3D photonic crystal heterostructures. We demonstrate that planar, on-chip, optical microcircuitry similar to
that of two-dimensionals2Dd photonic crystals is almost universally achievable within the engineered electro-
magnetic vacuum of 3D PBG materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic band gapsPBGd materials are engineered optical
materials in which the dielectric constant varies periodically
on the scale of the optical wavelengthf1,2g. In these photo-
nic crystalsPC’sd, the interplay between certain macroscopic
and microscopic scattering resonances of light give rise to a
photonic band gap—a range of frequencies in which no elec-
tromagnetic waves can propagate inside the crystal. Engi-
neered disruptions in periodicity of the dielectric constant
sdefectsd can be created inside photonic crystals. These lead
to localized electromagnetic modes that can perform certain
prescribed functions. The defects can act, for example, as
laser microcavities, waveguides with sharp bends, optical
switches, and wavelength multiplexors and demultiplexors
f3–12g. Confinement of light by interference-based localiza-
tion f13g is significantly more robust than more conventional
confinement mechanisms based on total internal reflection.

Designs of various components for optical integrated cir-
cuits have been presented theoretically in the case of ideal-
ized 2D photonic crystalsf4,5g. In the case of air waveguides
or defects in 2D PC’s, there is nothing to prevent light from
escaping into the third dimension. Likewise, for dielectric
waveguides, confinement of light in the third dimension by
total internal reflection is not robust to deviations from peri-
odicity in the waveguiding direction or unintentional forms
of random disorder. In either case, light flow in a 2D PC is
strongly attenuated by leakage into the third dimension, se-
verely degrading the functionality of the microchip for inte-
grated optics. For practical realization, three-dimensional
photonic crystals with a complete PBG offer profound ad-
vantages in confining light through the mechanism of local-
ization inside submicron scale circuits. Moreover, it is pos-
sible to engineer the electromagnetic vacuum within a 3D
PBG for frequency selective control of spontaneous emission
and the possibility of on-chip integration of novel active de-
vicesf14g. While the potential for 3D PBG materials as base

media for integrated all-optical microcircuits has been al-
luded tof3,10,11g, a comprehensive and general set of design
rules, applicable to any type of 3D PBG structure, has been
lacking up to now. Although designs for single-mode, air
waveguide channels inside specific structuresf6,7,11g have
been presented, such design strategies are not readily appli-
cable to other types of 3D PBG structures. Recently, we have
proposed the concept of 2D-3D heterostructures as a versa-
tile and universal approach to integrated optics in PBG ma-
terials. The 2D-3D heterostructures are a combination of 2D
and 3D structures wherein a thin 2D PC membrane contain-
ing optical microcircuits is sandwiched in between two 3D
PBG materials above and below that act as cladding layers to
completely confine the lightf15g. In this paper we present
extensive analyses and illustrative results on a variety of
2D-3D heterostructures supporting diffractionless flow of
light within optical microcircuits. These include microchips
based on square spiralsf16–18g, woodpile f6,10,19,20g,
slanted poref21g, Yablonovite f22g, and inverse opal PBG
structuresf23–25g. We also provide a detailed explanation on
the mechanism of light confinement and confinement within
the 2D-3D heterostructures.

We begin in Sec. II by discussing general characteristics
of our heterostructure design and their relationship to the
goal of achieving high-bandwidth, lossless, optical micro-
circuitry. In Sec. III, we describe computational methods
used in this paper. These include the plane-wavesPWd ex-
pansion method and the finite-difference time-domain
methodsFDTDd. In Sec. IV, the optical microchip based on
the square spiral heterostructuref16–18g is presented in de-
tail. It is shown how the properties of heterostructures de-
pend on various structural parameters such as relative posi-
tion of 2D PC slab and thickness of slab. In particular, it is
shown that a class of heterostructures based on the so-called
direct f001g-diamond:1 square spiral 3D PBGssee Sec. IVd
exhibit exceptionally strong tolerances against the structural
disorders. In Secs. V–VII, optical microchips based on the
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woodpile f6,10,19,20g, slanted poref21g, Yablonovite f22g,
and inverse opalf23–25g PBG heterostructures are described.
In Sec. VIII, the decrease of the waveguiding bandwidth and
optical backscattering losses due to surface roughness and
other unintentional structural disorder are investigated. In
Sec. IX, we illustrate the unique functionality of our designs
by comparing and contrasting them with heterostructures us-
ing a simpler 2D and 1D photonic crystal design. In particu-
lar, we demonstrate that if the 2D optical microchip layer is
sandwiched between a pair of 1D omnidirectional reflectors
f26,27g, light from the microchip can easily escape into the
third dimension. Finally, we present a detailed analysis and
interpretation of the mechanism for high bandwidth light
flow and confinement within our 2D-3D PBG heterostruc-
tures in Sec. X. Concluding remarks are presented in Sec. XI.

II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Without specific design objectives, there are innumerable
ways to combine 2D and 3D photonic crystals. However, the
requirement of optimal bandwidth, single-mode flow of light
through waveguide channels on a 2D microchip layer leads
to a nearly unique, but universally applicable, set of design
rules. In this section, we discuss the physical properties of
the 2D-3D heterostructures required to achieve these design
objectives.

One goal of the 2D-3D heterostructure is to eliminate the
leaky modes from the free-standing 2D PC slab by using the
omnidirectional band gap of the 3D PBG cladding layers.
This suggests that the entire 2D-3D heterostructure should
possess a 3D PBG. The size of the 3D PBG may be smaller
within or near the 2D PC microchip layer than it is far away
from the 2D PC layer. The 2D PC slab may be regarded as a
planar defect within the 3D PBG material that induces elec-
tromagnetic modes within the 3D PBG. The aim of our de-
sign is to confine any spurious defect modes into a small
spectral region within the PBG of the cladding. The remain-
ing spectral rangescontaining no planar defect modesd
within the 3D PBG is referred to as the “on-chip 3D PBG.”
Additional point and line defects within the 2D microchip
layer may induce additional defect modes within the on-chip
3D PBG, leading to the desired optical microcircuitry. Note
that the on-chip PBG cannot be larger than the bulk 3D
PBGs of the cladding layers. Also the 2D PC slab, by itself,
does not possess an omnidirectional band gap. Our design
objectives are that the 3D cladding layers willsid prevent
light from leaking out of the 2D PC slab layer andsii d enable
diffractionless optical circuits using defect cavities,
waveguides, waveguide bends inside the 2D PC layer in a
manner analogous to the infinitely high 2D PCf28g. The
difference is that these defect modes will lie inside the on-
chip 3D PBG, rather than the 2D band gap.

In designing 2D-3D heterostructures that fulfill pointssid
andsii d above, with maximum possible bandwidth, there are
two types of 2D PC layers that can be considered. One is the
structure with air rods in dielectric background and the other
is the structure with dielectric rods in air background. Both
are viable, but we concentrate here on the latter. For the
waveguide structure, we choose to use air waveguides con-

sisting of a single row of missing dielectric rods. Such air
waveguides are readily engineered to be single mode while
dielectric waveguides with a single row of missing holes
tend to be multimode. Single-mode waveguide channels are
more robustsexhibit lower scattering lossesd to imperfections
in manufacturing than their multimode counterparts. In the
context of a waveguide channel in a complete, on- chip 3D
PBG, small amounts of disorderssuch as surface roughnessd
can nevertheless lead to weak backscattering along the axis
of the waveguide.

We begin by cutting the 3D PBG material into two frac-
tions and inserting a thin layer of the 2D PC in betweensas
opposed to replacing part of the 3D PBG material by the 2D
PC layerd. For the 2D-3D heterostructure to be periodic in
the plane defined by the microchip layer, it is necessary to
match the lattice type and lattice constant of the 2D PC slab
with those seen at the cross section of the 3D PBG cladding.
Consider for example, the recently introducedf16–18g
square spiral 3D PBG material. While seemingly complex in
architecture, this 3D PBG cladding can be rapidly synthe-
sizedf18g in a single step of deposition. If we choose to cut
the square spiral structure at the planes001d, the in-plane
lattice type is a square lattice and we denote the lattice con-
stant asa. Therefore, the 2D PC layer must also be a square
lattice with the lattice constanta. Another widely studied 3D
PBG architecture is the so-called “inverse opal” structure
f23–25g, consisting of a close-packed fcc lattice of air
spheres in a high refractive index background. If we cut the
inverse opal structure at the planes111d, the 2D PC layer
must be a triangular lattice with lattice constanta8=a/Î2,
wherea is the lattice constant of the fcc lattice. There is no
theoretical limitation on the choice of plane to cut the 3D
PBG. For instance we could consider cutting the inverse opal
structure at thes001d plane. However, the specific fabrication
process may be simplified by one choice of cutting plane as
opposed to another.

Given the general design objectives for useful 2D-3D het-
erostructures, illustrated above, some specific design param-
eters must now be chosen. They are listed as follows.

s1d Position to embed the 2D PC layer.
s2d Thickness of the 2D PC layer.
s3d Radius of dielectric rods in 2D PC layer.
s4d Position to place the rods in the plane of 2D PC layer.
While the choicess1d–s3d may represent degrees of free-

dom in the heterostructure design, the fourth parameter is
rather limited by the connectivity and mechanical stability of
the structures. That is, the dielectric rods must be placed on
the dielectric materials available at the cross sections of the
3D PBG, not on a void. For optimal mechanical stability, we
assume that the dielectric rods are always placed at the center
of the dielectric parts visible at the cross sections.

For concreteness, we consider the heterostructure made
from the dielectric material whose dielectric constant is equal
to 11.9. This describes silicon at wavelength larger than
1.5 mm f29g. This dielectric constant will be used for all of
the structures considered in this paper.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

We use two different numerical methods to investigate the
properties of photonic crystal heterostructures. The plane-
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wave expansion methodf30g is employed to obtain the band
structures of the 3D PBG cladding layers. A supercell tech-
nique is employed to calculate the band structures of the
heterostructures. A supercell labeled bysnx,ny,nzd consists
of nx unit cells in thex direction,ny unit cells in they direc-
tion swhere thexy plane defines the plane of the 2D micro-
chip layerd, andnz unit cells in thez directionsnormal to the
microchipd. In our calculation, the unit cell is either that of a
simple tetragonal lattice containing onessquare spiral
f16–18g, slanted poref21gd or two swoodpile f6,10,19,20gd
Wigner-Seitz cells or that of a simple orthorhombic lattice
containing 6 Wigner-Seitz cellssYablonovite f22g, inverse
opalf23–25gd. A supercell with the size of 13136 unit cells
ssquare spiral, woodpile, slanted pored or 13133 sYablono-
vite, inverse opald is used to calculate the on-chip band struc-
ture of the heterostructure without any on-chip defects. In
this case, approximately 1800 plane waves are used to ex-
pand the on-chip electromagnetic field. The dispersion rela-
tion of the on-chip waveguide modeswith waveguide axis
along thex directiond is calculated using a supercell with the
size of 13636 unit cellsssquare spiral, woodpile, slanted
pored or 13433 unit cellssYablonovite, inverse opald. We
use up to 9500 plane waves in this case. We note here that by
using single-precision numbers and symmetric properties of
the Hermitian matrix, the resulting size of matrix occupies
less than 2GB of memory and one eigenvalue problem could
be solved within more or less than 12 hours using a high-end
personal computer. The Fourier coefficients of the dielectric
constant of photonic crystals are calculated by using fast
Fourier transformsFFTd with the resolution of 80 mesh
points per lattice constantsad. We note that it is adequate to
calculate the band structure for only the in-plane directions
since the other directions are forbidden to wave propagation
by the 3D PBG cladding layers.

We use the finite-difference time-domainsFDTDd method
f31g to calculate the propagation of light inside the hetero-
structures. A large FDTD computational domain with sec-
ondary order Mur’s absorbing boundary conditionssABCd is
used f32g. A pulse with a Gaussian profile in time is sent
along the waveguide and the transmitted and reflected pulses
are measured. The explicit mathematical expression of the
Gaussian pulse used is exph−fsktDt−3t0d / st0dg2j, wherekt is
the current time step number,Dt is the temporal resolution of
FDTD sthe length of time interval between two consecutive
time stepsd andt0 is equal toÎln 2/spf0d. This yields a pulse
with full width at half maximumsFWHMd=2f0 in the fre-
quency spectrum. The measured pulses are then Fourier
transformed to obtain transmission and reflection spectra of
the waveguide bends, waveguides with defects, and
waveguides with random disorders. The spatial resolution of
our FDTD is 10 mesh points pera, wherea is the lattice
constantsor Dx=Dy=Dz=0.1ad. The temporal resolution is
chosen to satisfy the condition for numerical stability of the
simulation as follows.Dt=0.05a/c, where c is the light
speed in vacuum.

IV. SQUARE SPIRAL STRUCTURES

In this section, we describe in detail the 2D-3D hetero-
structure using various square spiral 3D PBG cladding layers

and the square lattice 2D PC slab. There are four important
spiral PBG architecturesf16,17g which we denote assad
f001g-diamond:5, sbd inverse f001g-diamond:5, scd f001g-
diamond:1, andsdd inverse f001g-diamond:1. Thef001g-
diamond:1 structure is obtained by approximately connecting
the first nearest neighbor lattice points of the diamond struc-
ture to form a square spiral along thef001g axis. Each period
of the spiral consists of four lattice points. Likewise, the
f001g-diamond:5 structure is obtained by connecting the fifth
nearest neighbor lattice points. Shown in Fig. 1 is a sche-
matic of the square spiral structure, which consists of square
spiral posts in a tetragonal lattice. The structure has a large
and robust 3D PBG and is amenable to large-scale microfab-
rication using glancing angle depositionsGLADd techniques
f18,33g. As shown in Fig. 1, the tetragonal crystal has lattice
constantsc along thez axis anda along thex andy axes. The
building block of the crystal is made from a coil of pitchc
sFig. 1, side view insetd with a single loop whose transverse
cross section is a square with sides of lengthL sFig. 1, top
view insetd. The pitch is the same as the lattice constant in
the z direction, and the coil is wrapped around thez axis.
Each segment of the coil is coated with a cylinder of radiusr
sFig. 1, top view insetd whose dielectric constant ises. The
spirals are embedded in a material whose dielectric constant
is eb. The dielectric constantsses,ebd ares11.9, 1d or s1, 11.9d
for the direct or inverse structure, respectively. We discuss
here the heterostructure architecture for each of the four
types of square spiral 3D PBGs.

A. Direct [001]-diamond:5

Since the on-chip band gap cannot be larger than the band
gap of the bulk 3D PBG, we consider the architecture with
the largest band gap. We use the optimized directf001g-
diamond:5 with the structural parametersfL ,c,rg
=f1.65,1.30,0.13ga. The structure possesses a volume frac-

FIG. 1. Schematic of the square spiral structure. The building
block of the crystal is made from a coil of pitchc with a single loop
whose transverse cross section is a square with edges of lengthL.
The pitch is the same as the lattice constant in thez direction, and
the coil is wrapped around thez axis. Each of the segments of the
coil is coated with a cylinder of radiusr.
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tion of dielectric materials of,26% and a 3D PBG in a
normalized frequency rangea/l=0.355–0.415. The size of
3D PBG for this direct structure is,16% when measured as
a percentage of the center frequency. We show in Fig. 2 a
schematic of the direct square spiral structure based hetero-
structure to help visualize the architecture. The detailed dis-
cussion on the experimental fabrication of the square spiral
structure can be found elsewheref18g.

First, the position to embed the 2D PC layer is investi-
gated. We assume the thickness of the 2D PC slabt to be
c/2=0.65a and the radius of rod in the 2D PC layerr2D to be
the same asr, which is 0.13a. Since the square spiral has
four turns in one period along the vertical direction, it is
sufficient to consider the embedding position fromz=0 sat
the elbowd to z=1/8c sat the middle of the spiral armd. As
discussed in Sec. II, the dielectric rods of the 2D PC layer are
placed on the dielectric parts of the structure and are centered
at the centers of corresponding spiral arms. We calculate the
band structure for various embedding positions and we sum-
marize the essential conclusion in Fig. 3. Here, the size of
the on-chip band gap is plotted as a function of the embed-
ding position. It is seen that the on-chip band gap is largest
when the embedding positionz=0, i.e., when the 2D PC
layer are inserted right at the elbow of the spirals. The size of
the on-chip band gap decreases monotonically as the embed-
ding position is moved away from the elbow and becomes
zero for z.0.0385c. Shown in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd are the
band structures forz=0 andz=1/8c, respectively. The dark
shaded region corresponds to frequency bands of propagat-
ing electromagnetic modes while the frequency rangea/l
=0.355–0.415 is the full PBG for the square spiral cladding
regions. Two or three planar defect bands inside this fre-
quency range are created by the insertion of the 2D PC layer.
We can see that for different embedding positions, the in-

serted 2D PC layer creates completely different defect states.
For improper embeddingsz=1/8cd, the planar defect bands
span the entire band gap and close it. For ideal embedding
sz=0d, a substantial part of the band gap remains open
throughout the heterostructure.

Second, we investigate the effect of varying the thickness
of the 2D PC layer. Here, we choose the embedding position
z=0 and assume the thickness,t, of the 2D PC slab varies
over the range 0, t,1.0a and the radius of rod,r2D, in the
2D PC layer is 0.13a. Figure 5 shows the change of the
on-chip band gap as a function of the 2D PC layer thickness.
It is seen that the size of the band gap decreases with the
increasing 2D PC layer thickness. This is not unexpected
since the thicker 2D PC layer can support more defect
modes, thus devouring larger parts of the on-chip band gap.
To determine the optimal thickness, we must consider the
spectral bandwidth of waveguide channels “written” into the
microchip layerssee belowd.

Third, we examine the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer.
Again we fix the embedding position atz=0 and choose the
thickness to be 0.65a. The radius of rod is assumed to vary
from 0.11a to 0.20a. Figure 6 shows a plot of the size of
on-chip band gapsas a percentage of the center frequencyd
versus the radius of rod. While there exists the maximal on-
chip band gap atr =0.15a, the reduction of on-chip band gap
from the maximal one remains less than 4% throughout the
range 0.14aø r ø0.17a.

We now consider the creation of a single waveguide mode
by removing a row of dielectric rods in the 2D PC layer. We
start by assumingz=0, t=0.65a, andr2D=0.15a. Figure 7sad
shows the dispersion relation of the waveguide mode. Again,
the dark shaded region corresponds to frequency bands of
propagating electromagnetic modes inside the bulk 3D PBG
materials. The light shaded region shows the spurious planar
defect modes inside the 2D PC layer. Remarkably, the band
diagram shows a single waveguide mode that spans the en-

FIG. 2. Schematic of the square spiral structure based hetero-
structure. The 2D PC layer consisting of a square lattice of circular
dielectric rods is placed on top of the lower square spiral 3D PBG
cladding layer. The upper 3D PBG cladding layer is separated to
help visualize the 2D PC layer.

FIG. 3. Size of on-chip band gap as a function of the embedding
position for the directf001g-diamond:5 based heterostructure. The
thickness of 2D PC layer is 0.65a and the radius of rods in the 2D
PC layer is 0.13a. The size of on-chip band gap is measured as a
percentage of the center frequency.
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tire on-chip band gap. For the purpose of optimizing the
waveguide bandwidth, we re-investigate the thickness of the
2D PC layer. We calculate the band structure for the thick-
ness varying from 0.3 to 0.8a. Figures 7sbd and 7scd show
the band diagrams for the caset=0.3a and t=0.8a, respec-
tively. Clearly, there is a tradeoff between the size of the
on-chip PBG and the single-mode air waveguide bandwidth.
For a very thin slab, the on-chip band gap is large but the air
waveguide mode is flat and spans only a short range of fre-
quencies. For a very thick slab, the on-chip band gap is very
small. We plot the waveguiding bandwidth as a function of
the thicknesst in Fig. 8. The waveguiding bandwidth reaches
its maximum of 154.6 nm att=0.5a, and remains well above
151 nm for 0.45aø tø0.6a. This characteristic offers sig-
nificant tolerance to potential thickness disorder in the manu-
facturing process. By choosing the thickness within the
above range, the air waveguide mode spans more than
150 nm of the on-chip band gap and exhibits a band center
group velocity of approximately 0.23c0, wherec0 is the ve-
locity of light in vacuum.

Finally, we investigate the effect of varying rod radius on
the bandwidth of the waveguide mode. We find that the
waveguiding bandwidth remains above 149 nm for 0.13a
ø r ø0.19a whent=0.5a, as shown in Fig. 9. In fact, within
the 2D parameter space of 0.13aø r ø0.19a and 0.45aø t
ø0.6a, the waveguiding bandwidth is larger than 146 nm
and the maximum of 154.6 nm is reached whent=0.5a and
r =0.15a.

B. Inverse [001]-diamond:5

We consider the inversef001g-diamond:5 structure with
the optimal structural parametersfL ,c,rg=f1.5,1.7,0.33ga,
corresponding to a dielectric volume fraction of,21%. This
structure exhibits a 3D PBG of,23%. We begin by inves-
tigating the embedding position. Since the structure is an

FIG. 4. Band diagrams for the directf001g-diamond:5 based
heterostructures with the embedding positionsad z=0 and sbd z
=1/8c. The thickness of the 2D PC layer is 0.65a and the radius of
rods in the 2D PC layer is 0.13a. The dark shaded regions corre-
spond to the frequencies of propagating electromagnetic modes in
the bulk 3D PBG material. The hatched region insad shows the
on-chip band gap obtained after insertion of the 2D PC layer at the
positionz=0.

FIG. 5. Size of on-chip band gap as a function of the thickness
of 2D PC layer for the directf001g-diamond:5 based heterostruc-
ture. The embedding position isz=0 and the radius of rods in the
2D PC layer is 0.13a.

FIG. 6. Size of on-chip band gap as a function of radius of rod
in the 2D PC layer for the directf001g-diamond:5 based hetero-
structure. The embedding position isz=0 and the thickness of 2D
PC layer is 0.65a.
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inverse of the square spiral structure, the radiusr =0.33a of
air spiral will yield an area of approximatelys1−2rda
3s1−2rda=0.34a30.34a of dielectric material in one unit
cell. Therefore, we assume the radius of rod in the 2D PC
layer r2D=0.17a, to fit the dielectric area. The 2D PC layer
thicknesst is set to 0.5a. We calculate the band structure for

varying embedding position and find that again, the on-chip
band gap is the largest when the embedding position isz
=0, or when the spirals are cut right at the elbows. Similar to
the case of direct structures, the size of the on-chip band gap
decreases monotonically as the embedding position is moved
away from the elbow. The on-chip band gap vanishes forz
.0.044c in this case.

As seen in the previous case, the optimal structural pa-
rameters must be determined in the context of single-mode
waveguiding bandwidth, rather than simply the size of on-
chip band gap. Therefore, we move directly to the examina-
tion of the waveguide mode. First, we consider the wave-
guide created by removing a row of dielectric rods in the 2D
PC layer whenz=0, t=0.5a, and r2D=0.17a. Figure 10
shows the dispersion relation of the waveguide mode. Again,
the band diagram shows a single waveguide mode that spans
the entire on-chip band gap.

FIG. 7. Dispersion relation for an air waveguide channel within
the 2D PC layer obtained by removing one row of dielectric rods in
the 2D PC layer of the directf001g-diamond:5 based heterostruc-
ture. The thickness of the 2D PC layer issad t=0.65a, sbd t=0.3a,
andscd t=0.8a. The lightly shaded regions indicate the frequencies
of propagating modes in the 2D PC layer.

FIG. 8. Waveguiding bandwidth as a function of the thicknesst
of the 2D PC layer for the directf001g-diamond:5 based hetero-
structure. The radius of rod in the 2D PC layer is 0.15a.

FIG. 9. Waveguiding bandwidth as a function of the radius of
rod r in the 2D PC layer for the directf001g-diamond:5 based
heterostructure. The thicknes of the 2D PC layer is 0.5a.
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We scan the structural parametersr from 0.13a to 0.21a
andt from 0.3a to 0.8a and calculate the waveguiding band-
width for each case. The results are summarized in Fig. 11.
The largest waveguiding bandwidth of,183 nm is obtained
when t=0.45a, r =0.17a. It is seen in Fig. 11 that the
waveguiding bandwidth depends strongly on the thicknesst
but weakly on the radiusr.

Next, we use the 3D FDTD to calculate the field pattern
of the waveguide mode in the heterostructure. Shown in
Figs. 12sad and 12sbd are the field patterns in the horizontal
and the vertical plane, respectively, for the waveguide mode
with the wave vectork=0.25f2p /ag. The field patterns are
shown for the case that the thickness of the 2D PC layer is
0.5a. The field pattern for the infinitely high 2D photonic
crystal with the same parameters is also shown in Fig. 12scd,
for comparison.

FIG. 10. Dispersion relation for an air waveguide channel ob-
tained by removing one row of dielectric rods in the 2D PC layer of
the inversef001g-diamond:5 square spiral based heterostructure.
The thickness of 2D PC layer is 0.5a and the radius of rod in the 2D
PC layer is 0.17a.

FIG. 11. Waveguiding bandwidth as a function of the thickness
of 2D PC layer and the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer for the
inversef001g-diamond:5 square spiral based heterostructure.

FIG. 12. sad, sbd Distribution of thez-component of electric field
for the waveguide mode in the inversef001g-diamond:5 square spi-
ral based heterostructure at certain cross sections. The thickness of
2D PC layer is 0.5a and the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer is
0.17a. The wave vector is 0.25f2p /ag. sad x-y plane, at the center of
the waveguidefshown by the red line insbdg. sbd y-z plane, at the
center of the dielectric rodfshown by the redsblackd line in sadg. scd
The field pattern for the infinitely high 2D PC with the same pa-
rameters, shown for comparison.
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C. Direct [001]-diamond:1

From the standpoint of high bandwidth single-mode
waveguiding in air, one of the most remarkable 3D PBG
architectures is the square spiral consisting of solid posts
connecting roughly the nearest neighbor points of the dia-
mond lattice. As we show below, this achieves a very large
waveguide bandwidth with a relatively modest 3D PBG
cladding. This 3D PBG crystal has already been successfully
synthesized using glancing angle depositionsGLADd tech-
niques f18g. The optimized f001g-diamond:1 structure is
characterized byfL ,c,rg=f0.70,1.35,0.20ga, corresponding
to a dielectric volume fraction of,31%. This structure pos-
sesses a 3D PBG of,14.8%. We scan the structural param-
eters r from 0.16a to 0.24a and t from 0.3a to 0.8a and
calculate the waveguiding bandwidth for each case. The re-
sults are summarized in Fig. 13. The largest waveguiding
bandwidth of ,185 nm is obtained whent=0.55a and r
=0.16a. The dispersion relation in this case in shown in Fig.
14. It is worth noting that this structure exhibits stronger
tolerance on the thickness disorder than the previous struc-
tures, as we can see that the waveguiding bandwidth remains
larger than 175 nm for a wide range of parametersr and t.

D. Inverse [001]-diamond:1

Finally, we consider the inversef001g-diamond:1 with the
optimal structural parametersfL ,c,rg=f0.45,1.43,0.395ga.
The dielectric volume fraction is,19% and the size of 3D
PBG is,22% in this case. Figure 15 shows the waveguide
bandwidth forr varied from 0.11a to 0.17a andt varied from
0.3a to 0.8a. The maximum waveguiding bandwidth of
,184 nm is obtained whent=0.5a and r =0.13a. We show
the dispersion relation of the waveguide mode for the opti-
mal case in Fig. 16. Clearly, a single waveguide mode span-
ning most of the entire on-chip band gap is achieved. Note
that in Figs. 14 and 16, although the waveguiding bandwidth
may seem likely to increase by increasing the thickness of
the 2D PC layer, our calculation shows that it does not. In the
case of thickert, the dispersion line of the waveguide mode
bends toward the lower frequency at the wave vector near

k=0.45f2p /ag, leading to no increase in the single-mode
waveguiding bandwidth. We also note that in each of the
examples above, our waveguide bandwidth optimization pro-
cedure has been restricted to simply removing a single row
of dielectric rods on the microchip layer. It is possible that
even greater bandwidth for single-mode propagation may be
achieved by additional adjustment of the radius of rods
alongside the waveguide channelf34g.

V. WOODPILE STRUCTURES

In this section, we briefly describe the 2D-3D heterostruc-
ture based on the woodpile structuresf6,10,19,20g and a
matching square lattice 2D PC slab. Figure 17 shows a sche-
matic of the woodpile based heterostructure. For concrete-
ness, we consider a woodpile structure that consists of stack-
ing rods with a rectangular cross section. The width and
height of rods are 0.25a and 0.3a, respectively, wherea is a

FIG. 13. Waveguiding bandwidth as a function of the thickness
of 2D PC layer and the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer for the
f001g-diamond:1 square spiral based heterostructure. FIG. 14. Dispersion relation for an air waveguide channel in the

f001g-diamond:1 square spiral based heterostructure. The thickness
of 2D PC layer is 0.55a and the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer is
0.16a.

FIG. 15. Waveguiding bandwidth as a function of the thickness
of 2D PC layer and the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer for the
inversef001g-diamond:1 square spiral based heterostructure.
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distance between two adjacent rods in the same layer. One
unit cell of the woodpile consists of four stacking layers.
Accordingly, the periodicity in the stacking layer is 1.2a.
Calculation of the band structure by the PW method reveals
that this woodpile structure exhibits a 3D PBG of,17.7%.
We start by considering the embedding position. We choose
to insert the 2D PC layer in between a pair of adjacent layers
of the woodpile. This embedding position is a natural one for
layer-by-layer fabrication. Moreover, this position is ex-
pected to yield a large on-chip band gap by way of analogy

to the elbow positions in the square spiral structure. In par-
ticular, the elbows may be regarded as the equivalent points
of intersection. Indeed, our calculation confirms that this em-
bedding position provides the largest on-chip band gaps. For
the 2D PC layer, a square lattice of square dielectric rods
with width of 0.25a is chosen to structurally match with the
woodpile structure. One rod is placed at each of the square
lattice points defined by crossing points of the adjacent
woodpile layers.

An air waveguide is created by removing a row of dielec-
tric rods in the 2D PC layer. Since the width of square rods
in the 2D PC layer is already determined, we only need to
consider the thickness of the 2D PC layer with respect to the
waveguiding bandwidth. We show in Fig. 18 a plot of single-
mode waveguiding bandwidth as a function of the thickness
and in Fig. 19, the dispersion relation of the waveguide when
t=0.8a. The optimized waveguiding bandwidth of,186 nm
is obtained whent=0.55a.

To demonstrate the diffractionless propagation of light in-
side the heterostructure, we use the 3D FDTD to calculate
the transmission and reflection spectra for the waveguide
bend in the woodpile-based heterostructure witht=0.8a. By
choosing t=0.8a, we obtain a relatively small-dispersion
waveguide mode with a group velocity of,0.265c0, which
covers the entire on-chip band gap of roughly 90 nm. The
FDTD results show that the transmission is.99% for almost
the entire band gap and the reflection is,0.3% for the same
range. This is in contrast with the previously reported wave-
guide bend using two layers in the woodpile structuref6–8g
where there exists reflection of up to 5% over the spectral
range of,145 nm. Figure 20 shows a snap shot of the elec-
tromagnetic pulse propagating along the waveguide bend and
the inset shows the transmission and reflection spectra. The
field pattern is shown for thez component of the electric field
at the center of the 2D PC layer. To further illustrate the
lossless flow of light on the microchip layer, we consider a
single-defect cavity displaced by 2a from the air waveguide

FIG. 16. Dispersion relation for an air waveguide channel in the
inverse f001g-diamond:1 square spiral based heterostructure. The
thickness of 2D PC layer is 0.5a and the radius of rod in the 2D PC
layer is 0.13a.

FIG. 17. Schematic of the woodpile based heterostructure. The
2D PC layer consisting of a square lattice of square rods is placed
on top of the lower woodpile 3D PBG cladding layer. A linear
waveguidesmissing row of rodsd is depicted in the 2D PC layer.
The upper 3D PBG cladding layer is separated to help visualize the
2D PC layer.

FIG. 18. Waveguiding bandwidth as a function of the thickness
of 2D PC layer for the woodpile based heterostructure. The width
and thickness of woodpile rods are 0.25a and 0.3a, respectively.
The width of square dielectric rods in the 2D PC layer is also 0.25a.
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as shown in Fig. 21sad. In addition, we adjust the quality
factor of the cavity mode by reducing the dielectric constant
of the intervening rod. This is to reduce the interaction time
between the waveguide and resonator in our computations.
The transmission and reflection spectra shown in Fig. 21sbd
clearly indicate the,100% reflection at the resonant fre-
quency ofa/l=0.382. Unlike the corresponding result for
the 2D PC slab with a uniform medium above and below, in
our 2D-3D PBG heterostructure, there is no leakage of light
into the third dimension. The oscillation seen in the transmis-
sion spectrum is an artifact of the computational method
f4,6,35,36g.

VI. SLANTED PORE STRUCTURES

In this section, we describe in detail the 2D-3D hetero-
structure appropriate to the recently discussed slanted pore
3D PBG architecturesf21g. We consider only the simplest
slanted pore PBG architecturesf21g which we denote assad
SP2 and sbd SP3. They are fabricated by drilling 2 slanted
pores in each unit cell of the square lattice SP2 or 3 slanted
pores in each unit cell of the triangular lattice SP3. One class
of SP3 structuresssometimes called Yablonovited was among
the first PBG materials fabricated with a 3D PBG in the
microwave spectrumf22g.

A. SP2-based heterostructures

The SP2 photonic crystals are defined by a tetragonal lat-
tice with lattice constantsc along thez axis anda along the
x andy axes. One unit cell consists of two cylindrical pores
of radiusr aligned in thesa,a,cd and s−a,−a,cd directions.
These two pores are displaced in thex direction by 0.5a. The
optimized SP2 structure we use here has the structural pa-
rametersc=1.40a and r =0.345a and exhibits a complete
PBG of ,24% f21g. The dielectric volume fraction is ap-
proximately 20%. Figure 22 shows a schematic of the
slanted pore structure based heterostructure.

To consider the embedding position, we show a unit cell
of the SP2 structure in Fig. 23. Observably, the structure

FIG. 19. Dispersion relation for an air waveguide channel in the
woodpile based heterostructure. The thickness of 2D PC layer is
0.8a.

FIG. 20. Electric field pattern in the vicinity of the waveguide
bend as an electromagnetic pulse propagates along the waveguide
bend. The field pattern is shown for thez component of the electric
field at the center of the 2D PC layer. The inset shows the transmis-
sion and reflection spectra of the waveguide bend. The transmission
is over 99% for almost the entire on-chip band gap.

FIG. 21. sad Schematic of the waveguide-defect cavity system
inside the woodpile based heterostructure. A single-defect cavity is
created by changing the dielectric constant of one rod in the vicinity
of the waveguide from 11.9 to 2.09s2a from the waveguided. The
dielectric constant of the adjacent rodsalso adjacent to the wave-
guided is adjusted to 6.45 for computational convenience.sbd Trans-
mission and reflection spectra for the system insad calculated by 3D
FDTD.
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exhibits a spiralling feature. By analogy to the square spiral
PBG material, it is suggestive that we choose the embedding
position at the “elbow” of the spiral feature. This corre-
sponds to the positionz=1/8c. It is noticeable that in fact the
cross-section of the SP2 structure at this embedding position
represents a square lattice of isolated dielectric islandsssee
Fig. 22d. This structurally matches with the 2D PC layer,
which is a square lattice of circular dielectric rods. This is
also true the square spiral structure. This further suggests that
resemblance of the cross section to the chosen 2D PC layer
may serve as a rule of thumb for selection of the embedding
position. A square lattice of circular dielectric rods with ra-
diusr =0.15a and thicknesst=0.6a is assumed for the 2D PC
layer. One rod is placed at each of the square lattice points
defined by the center of dielectric islands visible at the cross
section.

We create the air waveguide by removing a row of dielec-
tric rods in the 2D PC layer. The dispersion relation of the
waveguide mode fort=0.6a is calculated by the PW method
and shown in Fig. 24. The single-mode, air waveguiding
bandwidth is approximately 180 nm in this case and remains
well above 165 nm throughout the range 0.4aø tø0.65a.

B. SP3-based heterostructures

We illustrate the heterostructure structure based on the
SP3-Yablonovite structure with an intercalated triangular lat-
tice of dielectric rods forming the microchip layer. The SP3
structure can be fabricated by drilling holes through a trian-
gular lattice mask in three directions at an angle 35.26° away
from normal and spread out 120° on azimuth, for each lattice

point of the triangular latticef22g. The drilled structure forms
an fcc lattice with its surface parallel to thes111d plane. We
employ the SP3 structure with the following structural pa-
rameters: the radius of air cylindersr =0.3a, wherea is 1/Î2
times the lattice constant of the fcc lattice. The structure
consists of roughly 31% of dielectric and 69% of air. The
size of the 3D PBG is,15%. Here, we employ the principle
ssuggested in the previous sectiond that the cross section of
the Yablonovite structure at the embedding position should

FIG. 22. Schematic of the SP2 based heterostructure. The 2D PC
layer consisting of a square lattice of circular rods is placed on top
of the lower SP2 3D PBG cladding layer. A linear waveguidesmiss-
ing row of rodsd is depicted in the 2D PC layer. The upper 3D PBG
cladding layer is separated to help visualize the 2D PC layer. FIG. 23. Schematic showing two unit cells of the SP2 structure.

The structural parameters arec=1.40a and r =0.345a.

FIG. 24. Dispersion relation for an air waveguide channel in the
SP2 based heterostructure. The thickness of 2D PC layer is 0.6a and
the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer is 0.15a.
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represent a triangular lattice of dielectric rods. This corre-
sponds to the positionsz=1/6c, 3 /6c, or 5/6c below the
surface at which all three pores coincide, wherec is Î6a. A
layer of dielectric rods with radiusr =0.2a and thicknesst
=0.4a is embedded at such position and one row of rods in
the G-J direction ssee Fig. 25 insetd is removed to create a
waveguide. Figure 25 illustrates the heterostructure based on
the Yablonovite structure. We show in Fig. 26 the band struc-
ture of the air waveguide inside the Yablonovite based het-
erostructure. Clearly, a single-mode waveguide that spans the
entire on-chip band gap of approximately 160 nm is success-
fully obtained.

VII. INVERSE OPAL STRUCTURES

As a final illustration of a 2D-3D PBG heterostructure, we
consider the inverse opal structure. In order to obtain the
maximum bandwidth for embedded optical circuitry, we em-
ploy the inverse opal cladding structure reported in Ref.f24g.
The structure contains closed-packed air spheressr =0.5a,
where a is a distance between the center of two adjacent
spheresd surrounded by spherical shellssradius 1.25rd and
connected by cylindrical windowssradius 0.4rd. The volume
fraction of dielectric materials is approximately 21%. Our
calculation shows that there exists a PBG of,11.2% in a
normalized frequency rangea/l=0.583–0.653. We choose
to cut the inverse opal structure at thes111d plane, since in
real fabrication processes, the opal spheres are stacked along

the f111g direction f25g. The 2D photonic crystal slab must
then be a triangular lattice, in order to match thes111d plane
of the inverse opal structure.

In practice, this heterostructure can be fabricated in one of
two ways. The first is by infiltrating the opal template with
silicon and overgrowing a silicon slab layer of prescribed
thickness above the top surface of the silicon-silica compos-
ite, during the silicon chemical vapour depositionsCVDd
process. This silicon slab surface is then polished and pat-
terned as a 2D photonic crystal with a triangular lattice of
holes and circuitrysmissing holesd. This patterning step may
be done by electron-beam lithography, where it has been
shown that accurate alignment of this patterning with the
underlying photonic crystal is achievablef20g. An alternative
alignment method using laser beam diffraction developed by
Nodaet al. f37g is also available and very high precision in
alignment has been achievedf10g. The holes are then filled
using silica CVD and the surface is polished once again. The
upper cladding layer can then be created by depositing an
opal template on top of the solid microchip slab layer, apply-
ing silicon CVD to the upper layer, and finally removing
silica throughout the heterostructure by wet chemical etching
f25g. This approach provides a microchip consisting of air
holes in a silicon membrane.

An alternative microchip architecture may be realized by
CVD of silicon into the lower silica opal template section,
either up to or below the top of the silica spheres in the
uppermost layer of spheres. After this, silica CVD is per-
formed to create a solid slab of silica of desired thickness on
top of the silicon-silica composite structure described above.
The exposed silica surface is then polished. This silica mem-
brane is patterned as a 2D photonic crystal with a triangular
lattice of holes and circuitrysmissing holesd. The holes of the
silica membranesthat sits on top of the previously infiltrated
silicon-silica composite belowd are then filled using silicon
CVD and the exposed surface is polished. The upper clad-
ding layer is created as in the previous case and finally silica

FIG. 25. Schematic of the Yablonovite based heterostructure.
The 2D PC layer consisting of a triangular lattice of circular rods is
placed on top of the lower Yablonovite 3D PBG cladding layer. A
linear waveguidesmissing row of rodsd is depicted in the 2D PC
layer. The upper 3D PBG cladding layer is separated to help visu-
alize the 2D PC layer. An inset describes the crystalline direction
G-J.

FIG. 26. Dispersion relation for an air waveguide channel in the
Yablonovite based heterostructure. The Yablonovite structure with
radius of air cylinderr =0.3a, where a is 1/Î2 times the lattice
constant of the fcc lattice is used. The thickness of 2D PC layer is
0.4a and the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer is 0.2a.
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is removed from the entire heterostructure by wet chemical
etching. This second approach provides a micro-chip consist-
ing of silicon rods in air backgroundssee Fig. 27d.

In the first heterostructure, waveguides consist of columns
of solid silicon in the micro-chip layer, whereas in the latter
heterostructure we obtain air waveguides in a triangular lat-
tice of silicon rods. As discussed in Sec. II, here we choose
to concentrate on the latter.

Figure 27 shows a schematic of the heterostructure based
on the inverse opal 3D PBG with an intercalated triangular
lattice microchip of dielectric rods in an air background.
First, we consider the embedding position. Figure 28sad
shows a side view of the inverse opal structure, where thez
axis is parallel to thef111g direction. The lattice constant
along thef111g direction is c. There are three equidistant
planes in one period of the structure, namely A, B, and C,
respectively. Since these planes are symmetrically equiva-
lent, it is adequate to consider the embedding position within
the range ofz=0 to z=1/6c. We show in Figs. 28sbd–28sfd
cross sections of the inverse opal structure at the planesz
=0, z=1/24c, z=1/12c, z=1/8c, andz=1/6c, respectively.
Clearly, the structures in Figs. 28sbd–28sfd are quite distinct.
While Figs. 28sbd and 28scd represent disconnected dielectric
rods in air background in a hexagonal lattice, Figs. 28sdd and
28sed show a triangular lattice of air rods in dielectric back-
ground. Figure 28sfd shows a triangular lattice of hollow-
core dielectric rods in air background. For compatibility with
a 2D photonic crystal layer consisting of a triangular lattice
of dielectric rods in air background, we choose to place the
bottom surface of the 2D microchip layer atz=1/6c sor half
the way between two spheresd. In this manner the cross sec-

tions of inverse opal structure and 2D photonic crystal layer
match each other. The 2D photonic crystal layers is inserted
in a manner that each dielectric rod is centered at the center
of the corresponding hollow-core dielectric rod visible at the
cross section of the inverse opal PBG. We note here that the
inner and outer radii of the hollow-core dielectric rods are
approximately 0.12a and 0.28a, respectively.

We consider an air waveguide inside the heterostructure
created by removing one row of dielectric rods in theG-J
direction of the triangular latticesor they direction as indi-
cated in Fig. 28d. We show the dispersion relation of the
waveguide mode for the case thatr =0.22a and t=0.15a in
Fig. 29. We can clearly see a single waveguide mode span-
ning a large fraction of the on-chip band gap froma/l
=0.586–0.616.

We scan the structural parametersr from 0.18a to 0.28a
andt from 0.1a to 0.2a and calculate the waveguiding band-
width for each case. The results are summarized in Fig. 30.
We find that the largest waveguiding bandwidth of,74 nm
is obtained when the thickness ist=0.15a. The dependence
of the waveguiding bandwidth to the radiusr is relatively
small in the range shown in Fig. 30.

Finally, we summarize in Table I the results for all of the
2D-3D heterostructures considered in Secs. IV–VII. It is in-
teresting to note that the maximal bandwidth of the single-
mode air waveguide is roughly 180 nm for a number of dif-
ferent 3D PBG cladding, while the complete PBG of these
structures differ by considerably. For the 3D structures with a
large PBG, the 2D PC slab modes emerge quickly as the
thickness of 2D PC layer increases. This destroys large parts
of the PBG and leaves,180 nm of bandwidth for the air
waveguide channelsfor example, see Fig. 10d. On the other
hand, for the 3D structures with a smaller PBG, the appear-
ance of 2D PC slab modes is slower and a smaller part of the
PBG is spoiled. Finally, this again leaves,180 nm of band-
width for the air waveguide channelsfor example, see
Fig. 14d.

FIG. 27. Schematic of the inverse opal based heterostructure.
The 2D PC layer consisting of a triangular lattice of circular rods is
placed on top of the lower inverse opal 3D PBG cladding layer. A
linear waveguidesmissing a row of rodsd is depicted in the 2D PC
layer. The upper 3D PBG cladding layer is separated to help visu-
alize the 2D PC layer.

FIG. 28. Schematic showing the inverse opal structure. The opal
spheres are assumed stacking along thek111l direction. sad Side
view of the inverse opal structure showing three equivalent planes,
namely A, B, and C.sbd–sfd Cross sections of the inverse opal
structure at the planesz=0, z=1/24c, z=1/12c, z=1/8c, and z
=1/6c, respectively.
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VIII. EFFECTS OF STRUCTURAL DISORDERS

From a practical point of view, it is important to examine
the robustness of the heterostructures described above to
small changes in the geometry of the structures. For illustra-
tive purposes, we study the effect of structural disorders in
the inversef001g-diamond:5 square spiral-based heterostruc-
tures. We may classify the disorders effects in the inverse
square spiral-based heterostructure into two categories: the
first one related only to the square spiral itself and the second
one related to the 2D PC layer. Since the disorder effects in
the square spiral PBGs have been reported elsewheref17g,
here we consider only the disorders related to the 2D PC
layer.

First, we consider small random variations in the param-
etersr sradius of rods in the 2D PC layerd andt sthickness of
the 2D PC layerd that are likely to occur from point to point
within the photonic crystal heterostructure. The useful
waveguiding bandwidth in a weakly disordered heterostruc-
ture may then be estimated by the intersection of the various
waveguiding bands obtained from the set of perfect hetero-
structures which sample the distribution of parametersr and
t. A more direct measure of backscattering loss in a true

disordered system will be presented using FDTD at the end
of this section. Figure 31 shows the change in the position of
the lower and upper edges of the waveguiding frequency
band as a function of the change inr and t. The frequencies
of the band edges are plotted against the relative change in
the above parameters. The initial structure corresponds to the
inverse square spiral based heterostructure witht=0.45a and
r =0.17a. Clearly, an error in the thicknesst has a more del-
eterious effect than a comparable error in the radiusr.

Second, the effect of transverse misalignment between the
2D PC layer and the inversef001g-diamond:5 square spiral is
examined. For simplicity, we assume that the 2D photonic
crystal is registered with the lower inverse square spiral clad-
ding layer. The upper layer is then assumed shiftedsmis-
placedd from its designed position by the distance ofD in
either thex or y direction. Here, thex andy direction refer to
the waveguiding direction and the perpendicular direction,
respectively, and thez direction is normal to the microchip
layer. We calculate the band structures for variousD for both
the shift in thex andy direction and show the results in Fig.
32. The results reveal that the single-mode waveguiding
bandwidth of the heterostructure remains larger than 142 nm
and 160 nm for the shift of up to 100 nmsor ,0.18ad in the
x andy directions, respectively. The single-mode waveguid-
ing bandwidth vanishes when the shift is larger than

TABLE I. Summary of the optimized heterostructures for different types of 3D PBG cladding.

3D
structure

Size of PBG
of 3D cladding

2D lattice
structure

Optimized single-mode
waveguide bandwidthsnmd

Thickness of
2D layer

Direct f001g-diamond:5 spiral 16% square 155 0.5a

Inversef001g-diamond:5 spiral 23% square 183 0.45a

Direct f001g-diamond:1 spiral 15% square 185 0.55a

Inversef001g-diamond:1 spiral 22% square 184 0.5a

Woodpile 18% square 186 0.55a

SP2 24% square 180 0.6a

SP3 sYablonovited 15% triangular 160 0.4a

Inverse opalf111g 11% triangular 74 0.15a

FIG. 29. Dispersion relation for an air waveguide channel in the
inverse opal based heterostructure. The thickness of 2D PC layer is
0.15a and the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer is 0.22a. The PC
layer is 0.8a.

FIG. 30. Waveguiding bandwidth as a function of the thickness
of 2D PC layer and the radius of rod in the 2D PC layer for the
inverse opal based heterostructure.
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,200 nm for thex direction and,250 nm for they direc-
tion. Our studies suggests the following general rules of
thumb:sid Transverse misalignment by 80 nm has almost no
deleterious effect on the single-mode waveguiding
bandwidth; sii d the heterostructure can withstand roughly
150 nm of misalignment before losing a major part of its
functionality.

The analysis above focussed on the effect of structural
variations on the overall spectral window of single-mode
waveguiding. Clearly these variations reduce the available
window. However, even within the reduced windows, disor-
der can lead to optical backscattering losses along the air-

waveguiding channel. We investigate these backscattering
losses by the FDTD simulations. An air waveguide is created
by removing a row of dielectric rods in a disordered inverse
f001g-diamond:5 heterostructure witht=0.5a. Dielectric rods
with different diameters ranging fromd=s0.34−Ddda to
s0.34+Ddda are randomly distributed in the 2D PC layer.
The number of rods possessing a certain radius forms a uni-
form distribution with an averaged=0.34a. We consider
three cases of disorders, namely,Dd=0.02, 0.04, and 0.08a.
sFor a microchip operating at wavelengths near 1.5 microns,
this corresponds toDd,12, 24, and 48 nm, respectively.d
The transmission coefficients of electromagnetic waves
propagating through a distance of 20 unit cells across the
disordered waveguide are shown in Fig. 33. The broken line,
open-circle line, and solid-circle line correspond toDd
=0.02, 0.04, and 0.08a, respectively. The solid line at trans-
mission equal to one is a guide to the eyes. Figure 33 repre-
sents the averaged result of 10 configurations of randomly
disordered waveguide. It is seen that the transmission is re-
duced by,1–2 % sor ,0.0036–0.0072 dB/mmd for a dis-
order of,24 nm. The averages of the reflection coefficients
over a range of frequencya/l=0.341–0.367 are 0.32%,
1.34% and 4.04% forDd=0.02, 0.04, and 0.08a, respec-
tively. Although more numerical data are required for a solid
conclusion, we find that the reflection coefficients roughly
follow the quadratic function ofDd, as appropriate for a 1D
Rayleigh scattering mechanism.

Finally we note that diffractionless flow of light in our
2D-3D PBG heterostructure, with disorder, is considerably
more robust than waveguiding in a solid waveguide through
a 2D PC membrane with uniform dielectricssay aird above
and below. In the latter case, significant small angle forward
scattering can lead to leakage of light into the third dimen-
sion snormal to the membraned f38,39g. In the 2D-3D PBG
microchip, all “final states” with a vertical wave-vector com-
ponent, that light could even “in principle” scatter into, have

FIG. 31. Waveguiding band edges of the waveguide in the in-
verse square spiral based heterostructure as a function of change in
the geometry of the 2D PC layer. The relative change int andr are
measured in percentage. The initial geometry corresponds tot
=0.45a and r =0.17a.

FIG. 32. Waveguiding bandwidth of the waveguide in the in-
verse square spiral based heterostructure as a function of misalign-
ment between the 2D PC layer and the upper 3D PBG cladding. The
x andy directions correspond to the waveguiding direction and the
perpendicular direction, respectively. The parameters of the hetero-
structure aret=0.45a and r =0.17a.

FIG. 33. Transmission spectra for electromagnetic waves propa-
gating through a distance of 20 unit cells in disordered waveguides
in the inversef001g-diamond:5 square spiral based heterostructure.
Each line represents an averaged result of 10 configurations of ran-
domly disordered waveguide.
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been removed by virtue of the on-chip 3D PBG.

IX. 2D-1D HETEROSTRUCTURES

It is tempting to ask whether other cladding materials
above and below an 2D microchip might also be effective in
preventing diffractive loss into the third dimension. In order
to address this question, we provide a comparison between
the heterostructures using 3D PBG materials as cladding lay-
ers and a hypothetical heterostructure using 1D PC omnire-
flectorsf26,27g as cladding layers. Omnireflectors consisting
of 1D multilayer stacks have been shown to reflect plane
waves impinging from any angle onto their surface under
idealized conditions. Earlier, a theoretical analysis on the
2D-1D heterostructures or the heterostructures using 1D PC
omnireflectors as cladding layers has been reportedf40g.
However, the analysis employed a simplified model that as-
sumes only 1D omnireflectors with a thin layer of air wave-
guide and does not really include the 2D PC layer. This has
lead to an overly optimistic result on the confinement of
light. In contrast, we present here a 3D analysis of the 2D-1D
heterostructure based on the 3D FDTD methods.

We begin by discussing the types of confinement of light
inside the waveguide created by removing a row of dielectric
rods in the 2D photonic crystal layer. It is important to em-
phasize here that it is not possible to obtain a complete con-
finement of light inside such a waveguide since the light
inside the waveguide acts as a point source very near to the
surface of the omnireflector. Moreover, the evanescent field
of the air waveguide penetrates into the interior of the om-
nireflector. Consequently, light from the waveguide will
couple to the propagating modes of the omnireflector unlike
the light from a source far away from the omnireflector sur-
face f26g. Therefore, our aim here is not simply to disprove
complete confinement, but rather to evaluate the strength of
confinement of the 2D-1D heterostructure waveguide or
equivalently, the leakiness of the waveguide.

Figure 34 shows a schematic of the 2D-1D heterostruc-
ture. We assume the 1D omnireflectors with the same struc-
tural parameters as inf40g, that is, one unit cell of the 1D
omnireflector consists of GaAssn=3.5d with thicknessd1

and oxidized AlAssn=1.56d with thicknessd2. The 1D lat-
tice constantc=d1+d2 and we choose the ratiod2/d1=2. The
thickness of the 2D photonic crystal layer is assumed equal
to d2. The model inf40g was only one-dimensional and did
not include the 2D photonic crystal. In our model, we choose
the intercalating 2D PC lattice to have a lattice constanta
=1.5c in order to obtain overlap between the 2D PBG and
the 1D omnireflection spectral range. The omnireflecting fre-
quency range for the multilayer stacks above is approxi-
mately fromc/l=0.17–0.28. An idealized 2D square lattice
of infinitely long dielectric rods with radius of 0.2a in an air
background provides an in-plane band gap for the similar
frequency range ofa/l=0.28–0.42.

First, we employ the 3D FDTD method with the Bloch
boundary condition in the waveguiding direction and the pe-
riodic boundary conditions in the other two directions to es-
timate the frequency and dispersion relation of the wave-
guide mode. By using periodic boundary conditions, the air

waveguide mode is completely confined and nonleaky, thus
facilitating identification of the air waveguide mode. We as-
sume a supercell consisting of 5 dielectric rods on either side
of the waveguide in the 2D PC layer and 5 unit cells of the
1D omnireflector layers on each sidestop and bottomd of the
2D PC layer. Shown in Figs. 35sad is the dispersion relation
of the TM-like waveguide mode, which spans the frequency
rangea/l=0.28–0.37 as expected. Figure 35sbd shows the
field pattern in the vertical cross section for the wave vector
0.2 f2p /ag. Second, we assume the Mur’s second order ab-
sorbing boundary conditionsABCd in the vertical direction
instead of the periodic boundary conditions to allow leakage
of light from the heterostructure. These ABCs simulate semi-
infinite stacks of GaAs cladding on top and bottom of the
2D-1D heterostructure and allow the light leaked to be ab-
sorbed without being reflected back into the heterostructure.

The propagation loss of the waveguide can be found by
calculating the quality factorsQd of the waveguide mode
f41g. The transmission coefficient after propagating the
length L for particular angular frequencyv is equal to
exps−Lv /Qvgd, where vg is the group velocity of the
waveguide mode atv. The Q factor of the waveguide
mode is calculated by measuring the ratio of the total
power inside the heterostructure and the power absorbed
by the ABCs. We find that the propagation loss for the
wave vector 0.2f2p /ag sor a/l,0.306d is on the order of
,2 dB/mm for light at 1.5microns. Clearly, the 2D-1D
heterostructure with 5 unit cells of 1D omnireflectors on
each side is extremely ineffective in confining light in the
waveguide. Since the waveguide mode excites propagat-
ing modes of the 1D omnireflector, increasing the thick-
ness of the cladding does not improve matters. This is in a

FIG. 34. Schematic of the 2D-1D heterostructure. The 2D PC
layer consisting of a square lattice of circular rods is placed on top
of the lower 1D omnireflector cladding layer. The dark and light
layers correspond to materials with higher and lower dielectric con-
stants, respectively. A linear waveguidesmissing row of rodsd is
depicted in the 2D PC layer. The upper 1D omnireflector cladding
layer is separated to help visualize the 2D PC layer.
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strong contrast with the 2D-3D heterostructure where the
confinement is better than 10−5 dB/mm for five unit cells
of the 3D PBG cladding material. Moreover, for the 3D
PBG cladding, the confinement improves exponentially
with cladding thickness.

X. MECHANISM OF 2D-3D HETEROSTRUCTURES

We have shown through the illustrations that 2D-3D het-
erostructures enable total confinement of light in planar mi-
crocircuits over a large frequency bandwidth, by careful se-
lection of structural parameters. In this section, we present an
interpretation of the underlying physics of the 2D-3D hetero-
structures. In particular, we provide an answer to the funda-
mental question: “What is the underlying mechanism for dif-
fractionless high bandwidth light flow in the 2D microchip
layer of the 2D-3D heterostructure?”

We begin by considering the conditions for high band-
width microcircuitry. These ares1d the waveguide mode
spans a large bandwidthsor the dispersion is not flatd ands2d
the on-chip band gap is large. It is clear from Sec. IV that in

order to obtain a large bandwidth waveguide mode, the 2D
PC layer has to be adequately thick. For the 2D-3D hetero-
structure with certain 2D PC layer thickness, we can obtain a
maximal on-chip band gap by minimizing the bandwidth of
the spurious planar defect modess2D PC slab modesd. This
can be achieved when the fields of the planar defect modes
are delocalized fromsless confined ind the 2D PC slab re-
gion, since less confinement implies that the frequencies are
near to the band edgesnot deep inside the band gapd. This, in
turn, can be achieved when the field distributions in the 2D
PC slab region and the 3D PBG region are well matched at
the interfaces. Therefore, the 2D PC layer should be embed-
ded into the 3D PBG materials at the cross section at which
the field distribution is similar to that of the 2D PC. This
turns out to be the position where the cross section itself
resembles the 2D PC as will be shown in the followings, and
thus our principle for the embedding position used in Secs.
VI and VII.

To summarize the above statements, planar optical micro-
chip functionality, in 3D PBG materials, requires the identi-
fication of a cutting plane where there exists one set of 3D
eigenmodes whose field distributionssat that cross sectiond
closely resembles the field distribution of a “complete” set of
eigenmodes of the 2D PC spanning every in-plane wave vec-
tor. Mismatch of 2D and 3D field distributions leads to a
filling in of the on-chip 3D PBG with spurious defect modes,
whereas matching of the 2D and 3D field patterns facilitates
confinement of the planar defect mode into the narrowest
possible spectral range. When the 2D PC slab is inserted in
between two semi-infinite 3D PBG materials at the pre-
scribed cutting plane, the field distributions in both regions
match well with each other, causing minimal local disruption
of the 3D PBG. The resulting set of heterostructure modes, in
turn, react to engineered point and line defects in the 2D PC
slab region by forming three-dimensionally confined electro-
magnetic modes in a planar microcircuit within the on-chip
3D PBG.

We provide plausibility to the above conjecture by direct
computation of electric field distributions in the 3D PBG
cladding material and the 2D PC microchip layer comprising
the inverse-opal-based heterostructure. In particular, we
show the field distribution for the dielectric bandssbands
below the band gapd, responsible for microcavity and linear
waveguide defect modes created by removing dielectric ma-
terials from the heterostructure. First, we show in Figs. 36sad
and 36sbd, the band structures for the close-packed inverse
opal structure and the infinitely high dielectric rodssr
=0.22ad in a triangular lattice 2D PC, respectively. For sim-
plicity, the band diagrams are shown only for one crystalline
directions=direction of the waveguided. Since it is more con-
venient to describe the translational symmetry of the wave-
guide in a rectangular latticesthan in a triangular latticed, we
use a rectangular lattice containing two dielectric rods in one
unit cell for Fig. 36sbd and an orthorhombic lattice contain-
ing six air spheres in one unit cell for Fig. 36sad. There are
six bands below thesecond2D TM band gapfFig. 36sbdg,
and forty-eight bands below the 3D PBG in the inverse opal
structurefFig. 36sadg. Six bands of the inverse opal structure
that correspond to the six bands of the triangular lattice 2D
PC are indicated by solid lines. It is interesting to note that

FIG. 35. sad Dispersion relation for the fundamental TM-like
mode of air waveguide channel in the 2D-1D heterostructure. The
thickness of 2D PC layer is 0.44a and the radius of rod in the 2D
PC layer is 0.2a. sbd Distribution of the electric field for the wave-
guide mode at the vertical cross section that cuts through the center
of dielectric rods. The wave vector is 0.2f2p /ag.
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the frequency range of the 3D PBG of the inverse opal struc-
ture is in the same range as the frequency range of thesecond
2D TM band gap of the triangular lattice 2D PC.

We show in Fig. 37 field patterns for the six dielectric
bands of the 2D PC and the six corresponding bands of the
inverse opal structure for the wave vectork
=s0.25,0d 2p /a. Clearly, the field patterns of the 3D PBG
correspond well with those of the 2D PC. The two bands
indicated by thick solidsredd lines with circles in Figs. 36sad
and 36sbd are responsible for the formation of the waveguide
mode when a row of dielectric rods is removed. However,
only the higher frequency band of these two bands enters the
on-chip PBG as seen in Fig. 29.

We have presented above an explanation of defect-mode
formation in 2D-3D heterostructures. A further question con-
cerns the detailed requirements for formation of single-
mode, air waveguides in 3D PBG materials. In particular,
“Can optimally functional 2D PC-like, single-mode, air
waveguides be created in the 3D PBG materials without re-
course to a 2D-3D heterostructure?” For example, at the
plane where two layers touch in the woodpile structure, the
field resembles that of the 2D PC. It is tempting to argue that
single-mode, air waveguides with 90° sharp bends in a single
layer can be obtained directly from the 3D woodpile struc-
ture by removing dielectric materials from this plane and the
positions nearby. However, our calculations show that such
air defects do not yield an ideal, single-mode waveguide that
spans the entire band gap. In fact, many modes are created
inside the 3D PBG that do not have 2D-PC characteristics.
The underlying reason is that although the field patterns at
the chosen plane resemble those of the 2D PC, the field

patterns at nearby planes do not resemble those of the 2D PC
and thus contribute to creation of other spurious defect
modes. In the 2D-3D heterostructure, the “2D-like” field dis-
tributions are “enhanced” by the insertion the 2D PC slab at
the optimum position. This makes possible single-mode, air
waveguides with almost completely lossless 90° sharp bends
and many other microcircuit elements characteristic of an
idealizedsinfinite aspect ratiod 2D photonic crystalf28g.

XI. CONCLUSION

We have presented extensive analyses of a variety of
2D-3D heterostructures. On-chip, single-mode, waveguiding
in air is demonstrated in the heterostructures based on the
square spiral, woodpile, slanted pore, Yablonovite, and in-
verse opal 3D PBG materials. In particular, the heterostruc-
tures based on the square spiral, woodpile, and inverse opal
3D PBG materials are optimized to yield maximal single-
mode waveguiding bandwidths. The waveguiding band-
widths of ,73 nm and 150–180 nm have been achieved for
the inverse opal based heterostructure and for other types of
heterostructures, respectively. We also demonstrated lossless
propagation of light inside the optical microcircuit layer in-
side the heterostructure by 3D FDTD simulations. We exam-
ined the effects of fabrication-related disorder and showed
that the heterostructure is robust to on-chip structural disor-
der and misalignment between the 2D and 3D photonic crys-
tal layers. Finally, we provided a physical interpretation of
the mechanism of the 2D-3D PBG heterostructure based op-
tical microcircuitry. Certain modes in the 3D PBG materials

FIG. 36. Band diagrams forsad the inverse opal 3D PBG mate-
rial and sbd the triangular lattice of circular dielectric rods 2D PC.
The band diagrams are shown only for one crystalline direction
s=direction of the waveguided. There are six bands below the sec-
ond order 2D TM band gapsbd, and forty-eight bands below the 3D
PBG in the inverse opal structuresad. Six bands of the inverse opal
structure that correspond to the six bands of the triangular lattice 2D
PC are indicated by thick solid linesswith circlesd.

FIG. 37. Distributions for thez-component of electric displace-
ment field ofsad the six dielectric bands in the 2D PC andsbd the
corresponding six dielectric bands in the inverse opal 3D PBG at
the optimized embedding position. The field patterns are shown for
the wave vectork=s0.25,0d 2p /a. The broken lines show geometry
of the corresponding photonic crystal structures. Note that insad,
the areas inside circles correspond to dielectric but insbd, these
correspond to air.
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with electromagnetic field distribution, at specific cutting
planes, resembling a “complete set” of 2D PC modes were
found responsible for the diffractionless, on-chip, optical mi-
crocircuitry in the 2D-3D heterostructure. This suggests that
many of the optical microcircuit elements presented earlier
f28g in the context of idealized 2D photonic crystals can be
readily incorporated into real 3D PBG materials, without the
problem of leakage of light into the third dimension. More-
over, the 2D-3D PBG heterostructure enables “engineering

of the electromagnetic vacuum” for highly frequency selec-
tive control of spontaneous emission from atoms and the
incorporation of novel active devices within the optical mi-
crochip.
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